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Gateways to Brilliance
Awakening Your Higher Consciousness

Expanding Your Inner Light



The 5asic 5agua represents 

Q LIFE_ JOUR.NE_ Y /CAR.EEK front center, black, dark tones and midnight blue (water)

Your direction to use your abilities, talents and interests, your work, and how you make a living. Also 
relates to your personal journey and your life passions, whether you are paid for those passions or 
not. Relates to how we contribute back to society. 

0 Wl5DOWKNOWLE_DGE_, left front, blue, green and black (water)

About learning and education, in whatever form that may take you. Also the mental, inner, personal growth 
and self development areas of your life and your spiritual journey. 

Cl) FAMILY, center left, green and blue (wood)

Your family of origin such as parents, siblings, cousins and relatives. It can also represent your good 
friends, neighbors and colleagues. Also reflects groups brought together for specific purposes such as 
work teams, church groups and committees. 

Cl) WEAL TH/ A5UNDANCE_: back upper-left, purple and red (wood)

Your money coming in and going out, how you get your money (wages, stocks, gifts, funding, 
inheritance) balances how you spend your money (expenses, retirement, charity). Also represents 
prosperity, abundance, cash flow and financial status. 

0 FAME_ & R.EFUT A TION, back center, red (tire)

Your fame and personal reputation in your community, home, neighborhood and work. Also 
represents how the world sees you and what you would like to accomplish in this lifetime. In business, 
this reflects your connection to the outside world and community. 

(C} F AR.TNE_R.5HIF: back upper-right, pink, red and white (earth)

The status of your marriage or significant relationship(s). This area affects the qualities of your existing 
relationships; spouse, significant other, dating, friends, long standing business relationships. 

@ CR.EA TIVITY & CHILDR.E_N: center right, white and pastel colors (metal)

The health and well-being and progress of your children, as well as your own inner child. Also 
represents your creative energies and your ability to communicate clearly. 

Ci) HE_LFFUL fE_OfLE_: right front, grey, white and black (metal)

All the people who help and support you in your life, personally and professionally. It represents our ability 
to magnetize opportunities and to be helpful to others. It also relates to travel and selling a house 
and networking. 

@ HEAL TH: center, yellow and earth tones (earth)

This area affects all aspects of your life, physical health, mental, emotional and spiritual. This is the core 
around which everything else revolves. This area is about balance, patience, wisdom and 
tolerance. When you are feeling well, this supports your abilities to function well. 
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